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OUTLINE

•  BH binary: phenomenology
•  X/ϒ-ray emission: processes and geometry
•  Hard tails in hard state
•  Gamma-ray flares
•  Transients: outburst evolution
•  The magnetic field in the X-ray corona



X-ray binary �
When a compact object, like BH or neutron star (NS), �

accretes matter from a normal star, the inner part of the �
accretion flow (disc) becomes a bright X-ray emitter.�

 



Neutron Star or Black Hole?
 Thermonuclear Bursts ⇒ NS

 Pulsations ⇒ NS

 Determination of mass function (orbital parameters 
from optical observations) ⇒ Mco ≥ 3 M⊙ ⇒ BH



 20 dynamically confirmed black 
hole binaries (McClintock & Remillard 2006)
 Masses range up to 15M⊙
 More than 30 objects with 
unknown mass function (candidates)

Black Hole Binary in the Galaxy 



High Mass X-Ray Binary (HMXRB) with BH are all persistent 
sources: 

young (<107 y), pop I, Spectral type O, B, mass M>5 Msun

(Stellar wind accretion) 

Transients with BH are all Low Mass X-Ray Binary (LMXRB): 

Late type star ( A o later), pop II, mass M<2 Msun, 

(Roche Lobe accretion)



MICROQUASARS�
(Mirabel et al. 1992, Nature) 

 (Mirabel et al. 1992) 

GRS 1915+1051E 1740.7-2942

 (Mirabel et al. 1994) 



ESA INTErnational 
Gamma Ray Laboratory�

Launch: 2002

Two gamma-ray telescopes: IBIS and SPI 
•  IBIS imager (12’) in17keV-10MeV
•  SPI spectrometer (2 keV @ 1.3 MeV) 
    in 20keV-8MeV


JEM-X (3-20 keV) and OMC are the X-ray and optical Monitors

IBIS/ISGRI (17-600 keV) is the primary survey instrument

–  Wide FOV (29°x29°) 
–  Sensitivity <0.5mCrab for deep exposures

Credit: ESA 

IBIS 

SPI 



The soft gamma-ray sky according to 
IBIS…

18-60 keV 723 sources from 4th catalogue (Bird et al., 2010) 

Large FOV  and spatial resolution for multiple source detection also in complex region 



The source populations above 100 keV

The LMXBs are the dominant class. 
Most of them are  Black-Hole Candidates



BHC with INTEGRAL/IBIS
About 10 new BHCs has been discovered by IBIS. 

Monitoring of persistent sources 
(i.e. 1E 1740.7-2942)

Capitanio et al. 2009

Observations of outbursts and state 
transitions of transients (i.e. H1743-32)



◊ ◊ Hard state: 

 very weak or absent thermal component

 strong hard X-ray component:  flat power-
law with Γ = 1.4-1.9, Ec ~ 100 keV  

◊ ◊ Soft state:

 dominant thermal component (kT = 1 keV) 

 weak and steep power-law tail (Γ = 2.3-3.5)

◊ ◊ Intermediate state:   
Thermal component present and hard X-ray component softer than LH state (Γ = 2-3)  

Zdziarski et al 2002



Disc truncated model (Done, Gierlinski & Kubota 2007) 

Zdziarski et al 2002

HARD STATE: disc blackbody and reflection: weak 
  kT~100keV, τ~1-3:    Thermal comptonisation dominates

SOFT STATE:  disc blackbody (1 keV) and reflection: strong 
kT~10-50 keV, τ~0.1-0.3: Inverse Compton by non-thermal electrons dominates 



 HARD STATE:  kT~50-100keV, τT~1-3:    Thermal comptonisation dominates

SOFT STATE:   kT~10-50 keV, τT~0.1-0.3: Inverse Compton by non-thermal electrons dominates 

Hybrid thermal/non-thermal �
Comptonisation models (Coppi 99)

Soft disc
 photons

LeptonsPhotons

Non-thermal 
Comptonisation

Thermal 
Comptonisation

SOFT

HARD

HARD
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   Comptonising electrons have similar energy distribution in both states:                                           
                                Maxwellian+ non-thermal tail




High-energy (few hundreds keV) tails 
in BH binaries in hard state of 

McConnell+02
Wardzinski+02

From CGRO  



To INTEGRAL 
Strong requirement of a supplementary component above 200 keV

Pottschmidt et al. 08

Del Santo+08

Joinet+07



Physical models

Comptonization by non-thermal electrons


(Malzac +06, Cadolle-Bel +06, Del Santo +08)

(Del Santo et al.  In prep.)  



No annihilation line detection
(Bouchet, Del Santo, Jourdain et al. 2009, ApJ) 

IBIS upper limit at 511 eV (broad-line as 40 keV):2.4 x 10-3 ph/cm2/s (~0.5 dy) (De Cesare+09) 

    SPI (narrow 10 keV) → 8 x 10-4 ph/cm2/s (∼0.5dy) (Bouchet+09)

Electron-positron annihilation feature (511 keV) 
detected by SIGMA/Granat (Bouchet et al. 1991)

1E 1740.7-2942: the Great Annihilator



HARD STATE  
1‐day dura0on (or less) 

 
SIGNIFICANCE: 5.3σ

 F γ = 232±66 x 10‐8 ph/cm2/s 

Saba0ni et al. 2010 

GAMMA-RAY FLARING EPISODES 
AGILE 100 MeV- few GeV 



SOFT STATE  
2‐days dura0on (or less) 

 
SIGNIFICANCE: 3σ

 F γ = 145±78 x 10‐8 ph/cm2/s 

Saba0ni+13  



* Possible violations of 
Compton i z a t ion mode l 
during gamma-ray flares

* Inverse Compton of stellar 
wind photons by electrons of 
the jet (Piano+13)

Saba0ni+13  



Transients BH binaries

We still do not have a detailed understanding 
of all the mechanisms leading outbursts.

  variations of  the mass accretion rate onto 
the black hole
  structure of the accretion flows around the 
black hole 
  the connection between the accretion disc 
and the jets


X-ray (2-10 keV) luminosities  can increase from 1030-32 erg s-1 
(quiescence) up to values of few 1038 erg s-1 



Esin 1997 

       A simplistic schematic sketch of the accretion flow in different spectral 
states as a function of the total Eddington-scaled mass accretion rate.

       Spectral States

Esin 1997 



INTEGRAL/RXTE simultaneous observations of 1E 1740.7-2942
 (Del Santo M., et al. 2005, A&A)

At low flux level, a spectral transition to the soft/intermediate state occurred.



(Fender, Belloni, Gallo 2005) 

Outbursts evolution 



Outbursts evolution 

For most of them… 

H1743-32

(Capitanio et al. 2009)

…but few exceptions 

GX 339-4

Homan & Belloni 2005

Ferrigno+12

MAXI 1836



6 years of INTEGRAL observations of Cygnus X-1 

(Del Santo+13)

2 Ms of public data 


Telescopes: IBIS (20-500 keV) SPI (22-700 keV) 

JEM-X (3-20 keV)

Variability study based on IBIS and JEM-X 
HR and Γ on 2 ks timescale 

12  Broad band (3-700 keV) 
averaged spectra with 

different spectral shapes



EQPAIR: un-magnetized corona�
 Comptonisation model

BELM (Belmont+08): magnetized corona
Comptonisation model with 

pure non-thermal acceleration (lth=0)

  Magnetic field B with magnetic 
compactness lb∝ B2

  One population of non-thermal 
electrons injected with Γinj and then 
thermalized via Synchrotron boiler

  Seed photons due to both synchrotron 
radiation and disc photons

  No magnetic field 

  Hybrid thermal (Maxwellian) and 
non-thermal (Γinj) electrons 
population

  Seed photons from the thin 
accretion disc

R= 5E+07 cm  20 Rg for MBH=14.8 Msun (Orosz+11); d=1.86 kPc (Reid+11) 



BELM Results
Del Santo +13 

 Spectral states are ALL 
consistent with pure 

non-thermal acceleration 

  GOOD FIT



  Accretion disc represents the main source of seed 
photons in Soft State

  Hard State consistent with Comptonization of 
synchrotron photons only 



Dramatic variation of the thermal disc flux (of a factor 
of 50) and Comptonised component almost constant: 

spectral transition driven by the soft cooling

Del Santo+08
 Principal Component Analysis on GX 339-4: 

two independent components contribute to the 
variability during the state transition.

PC1 – Pivot mode:
 Responsible for 75 % of the observed variance 

consists in a spectral pivot around ~6 keV
interpreted as caused by changes in the soft cooling 

photons flux in the Comptonising plasma



BELM: the magnetic field intensity 

In the soft states we obtain an upper limit on the magnetic 
compactness:

lB< 4.5÷0.2  B ~ 3.1÷1.1E+06 Gauss


In the hard states magnetic compactness is constrained:  
lB~ 0.03÷0.0025  B ~ 4.2÷1.3E+05 Gauss




In agreement with qualitative results of Poutanen & Vurm 2009 .
Consistent with analytic estimation of  Wardzinski & Zdziarski  2001.



Cyg X-1 HE emission from different regions than the corona? 

Laurent+11
Jourdain+12

Polarization measurements above 300 keV ≈ 75% 



BELM with pure Coulomb heating (l=lth, lnth=0) in the Hard States 

B≃2x107 G 

Assuming that the high-energy emission (above few hundred keV) 

does not come from the corona  spectra modelled up to 200 keV

Corona powered by the magnetic energy
Consistent with magnetically dominated hot accretion flow (Oda+12)



INTEGRAL Picture Of the Month January 2013
T. Belloni & M. Del Santo

“Bright X-ray novae are so rare that they're essentially once-a-
mission events and this is the first one Swift has seen” (N. Gehrels)



Del Santo et al in prep.

More results coming soon…



Thank you for 
your attention


